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Abstract. Building databases and information systems over data extracted from
heterogeneous sources like the Web poses a severe challenge: most data is incomplete and thus difficult to process in structured queries. This is especially
true for sophisticated query techniques like Top -k querying where rankings are
aggregated over several sources. The intelligent combination of efficient data
processing algorithms with crowdsourced database operators promises to alleviate the situation. Yet the scalability of such combined processing is doubtful.
We present TopCrowd, a novel crowd-enabled Top-k query processing algorithm that works effectively on incomplete data, while tightly controlling query
processing costs in terms of response time and money spent for crowdsourcing.
TopCrowd features probabilistic pruning rules for drastically reduced numbers
of crowd accesses (up to 95%), while effectively balancing querying costs and
result correctness. Extensive experiments show the benefit of our technique.
Keywords: Query processing, top-k queries, crowdsourcing, incomplete data.
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Introduction

Bringing together peoples’ cognitive abilit ies and efficient informat ion processing
algorith ms is one of the hottest topics in database and information systems research
[1–3]. The basic idea is simple, yet intriguing: let both, machines and people, do what
they do best and combine their efforts! Machines and algorith ms are perfe ct for fast
and structured processing tasks over huge amounts of data, whereas humans are hard
to beat in cognitive tasks or whenever flexible and intelligent decisions are needed.
This combination is especially efficient where the classical structured databases are
complemented by information derived fro m large collections of (semi-structured) data
extracted in a ‘schema later’-fashion fro m the Web. In particular, today’s Web informat ion management ties real wo rld entities like consumer products, persons, or news
items/media to additional information, thus boosting user experience.
Indeed, the usefulness of crowdsourced operators for query processing in databases
has already been shown for tasks like the on-demand complet ion of missing values
(CNULL values [2]), hu man-powered sorts and joins [4], human-guided similarity
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search [5], or entity linking and reconciliat ion [6]. However, the central ques tion of
query expressivity vs. processing costs remains. In the database world data accesses
have to be minimized and the classical storage hierarchy is exp loited for scalability.
Now, crowdsourcing human intelligence tasks (HITs) adds another very expensive
layer. Deploying HITs costs money and their co mplet ion via p latforms like A mazon’s
Mechanical Turk (https://www.mturk.co m), CrowdFlo wer (http://crowdflower.co m/),
or Samasource (http://samasource.org/) needs considerable time. Therefore, a careful
balancing of a human intervention’s usefulness with respective costs is necessary for
all cro wd-enabled query processing. This paper focuses on exactly this problem: we
introduce a new algorithm for crowd-enabled Top-k retrieval on incomplete data.
Top-k retrieval, i.e. the aggregated ranking of database items according to userprovided preference functions, features a variety of efficient algorith ms tailored to
different scenarios. For example, a real world application of Top-k ret rieval is support
for purchases like buying a car or laptops for a co mpany (which we will use as a running examp le in this paper). Ho wever, classical approaches to Top-k retrieval assume
complete knowledge of all attributes for all objects in the database, which is not true
in case of datasets aggregated fro m different sources like Open Linked Data or Web
portals presenting offers fro m different vendors. For examp le, the average battery
runtime of a laptop might be an important factor in decision making, but this piece of
informat ion might not be included in every vendor’s description. In such scenarios,
easily and reliably getting the best offers fro m an inco mplete data set is well worth
waiting a bit for the result and even investing a few dollars for crowdsourcing.
Looking at the challenges it is clear that a crowd-enabled Top-k algorithm should
derive a correct and comp lete ranking at min imu m cost in terms o f response time and
money spent. However, there is also some space for trade-offs: since crowd accesses
are really expensive, can some of the result correctness be traded for better cost effectiveness? This question is valid, since Web sources generally do not claim co mpleteness. They just collect all reasonably trustworthy pieces of information ext racted fro m
the Web (cf. DBPedia [7], Freebase [8], or the YA GO knowledge base [9]). Thus, our
approach also has practical impact on Web information system engineering.
We present TopCrowd an innovative algorithm for crowd -enabled Top-k retrieval.
In particular we investigate safe Top-k pruning rules, tuple selection heuristics for
crowdsourcing, and probabilistic result set correctness . Thus, TopCro wd is ab le to
balance crowdsourcing costs in terms of money and response times, HIT selection and
batching, and result correctness. Our main contributions are:
 A sophisticated algorithmic framework for Top-k query processing over databases
with missing values utilizing crowdsourcing techniques.
 Safe pruning ru les for correct crowd-enabled Top-k retrieval enhanced by probabilistic rules for drastically reduced numbers of crowd accesses, and thus costs.
 Serious performance gains by an order of magnitude depend ing on the retrieval
scenario
 Good prediction of either hard upper bound for costs (given a probability of result
quality) or hard lower bound for probability of result quality (given a cost limit).
 Very good batch size optimization balancing financial cost and runtime.

2

Related Work

Due to the Web as a new information source Top-k retrieval in databases was investigated starting about a decade ago and now has reached a mature state. While the first
applications focused on mult imed ia databases [10] and middleware solutions [11], it
soon became clear that Top-k ret rieval is important for a wide variety of scenarios
like Web databases[12], mobile scenarios[13], or distributed retrieval settings [14].
Basically, for a database instance of N objects the model for Top-k queries on D attributes is a D-dimensional space usually restricted to [0,1]D . Using a user-provided
utility or preference function, numerical as well as categorical attributes can indiv idually be transformed fo r each attribute into a total order [15]. Moreover, users provide
a monotonic scoring function 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 : [ 0,1] 𝐷 → [ 0,1] that allows the aggregation
of individual attribute scores into a final score for subsequent ranking . Top-k algorith ms usually distinguish two types of access: sorted and random access. While sorted accesses iterate over the objects in any list for some attribute in descending score
order, random accesses directly retrieve some object’s score value with respect to any
attribute. Because the costs of these access types may strongly differ (usually random
accesses are much more expensive than sorted accesses), algorith ms that flexib ly
adapt to the respective usage scenario have been developed (see e.g. [13]).
Incomplete data sets create new problems: they contain CNULL values [2], wh ich
usually have a well-defined value (e.g. “5 hours” for some laptop’s average battery
runtime) that is however yet unknown to the system. In the presence of these CNULL
values, conventional Top-k database algorithms will not work, as it is impossible to
correctly rank objects with unknown attribute values with either kind of access (cf.
failing access heuristics in [11, 13, 16]). We therefore need a way to either reliab ly
estimate missing scores (see [17] and [18] fo r ran king in inco mplete databases) or
elicit the exact value using a new kind of access: the crowd access. The crowd access
crowdsources the cognitive task of procuring adequate attribute values by e.g. performing Web searches to find the required information on a laptop in a vendor’s specification or by calling the vendor of a used car and asking for additional details.
Of course, this leads to the question of the quality of information gathered by the
crowd. Here typical safeguards can be used like b lending in gold questions with previously established answers to detect malicious or incompetent users or performing
majority votes over s everal users working on the same task (see. e.g. [2, 19]). St ill,
depending on the task there may be differing quality levels. For instance, for purely
factual tasks like looking up movie genres on IMDB.co m, experiments in [19] show a
correctness of 95% at only 0.03 USD per tuple including gold questions. Similar results have been shown for labeling train ing data in the IR co mmun ity. Hence, for
simp le attribute look-ups in Top-k query processing safeguarding with gold questions
and banning malicious or incompetent workers works fine (see section 4.2).
It is obvious that due to the relatively high costs (especially in terms of response
times ranging in the area of minutes for a cro wdsourced HIT), the number of crowd
accesses should be limited as much as possible. Especially for larger Web datasets,
crowdsourcing every inco mplete object up front to perform a classical Top-k ret rieval
is prohibitive. Thus, the most related work to our approach is [20] where appro ximate

variants of the basic threshold algorith m to reduce run-time costs are presented. Top-k
algorith ms are basically considered as linear index scans over the descending score
lists for each attribute. Based on probabilistic argu ments, a point can be determined
where it is safe to drop candidate items and to terminate the index scans. However,
these approximat ion algorith ms cannot cope with incomplete data, nor do they balance different access types or perform probabilistic selections of candidates for mo re
complex score elicitation. St ill, the probabilistic estimation of the final error in result
correctness can to some degree be used in our scenario.
Another related problem is discussed in e.g. [21– 23], which deal with Top-k requests over objects that need a crowd operator for comparison (e.g. comparing pictures). Here, the challenge is to find the Top-k objects without having to perform the
(naïve) O(n 2 ) co mparisons of each object with each other, wh ile we deal with the
problem o f reducing the O(n) cro wd lookups of missing attributes, whereas the order
can be found algorithmically.

3

The TopCrowd Algorithm

In the fo llo wing we will p resent our algorith m TopCrowd which allows performing
Top-k retrieval on incomp lete data while optimizing the cost of crowd accesses necessary to retrieve missing data.
3.1

Formal Definition

Given a D-dimensional dataset containing N objects, we will denote objects 𝑜𝑖 , 1 ≤
𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 as tuples of attributes 𝑜𝑖 [ 1] … 𝑜𝑖 [𝐷] as 𝑜𝑖 ∈ ([ 0,1] ∪ {𝐶𝑁𝑈𝐿𝐿} )𝐷 .
Every attribute is assigned a score in [0,1] or it is considered missing, but could be
retrieved v ia crowdsourcing (CNULL). We fu rther denote the set of all items 𝐴 and
define the set of incomplete items 𝐼 as: 𝐼 ≔ { 𝑜𝑖 ∈ 𝐴| ∃1≤𝑗≤𝐷 𝑜𝑖 [ 𝑗] = 𝐶𝑁𝑈𝐿𝐿 } and
the set of complete items 𝐶 as: 𝐶 ≔ { 𝑜𝑖 ∈ 𝐴| ∄1≤𝑗≤𝐷 𝑜𝑖 [ 𝑗] = 𝐶𝑁𝑈𝐿𝐿 }.
For each complete object in C we can calculate its total score, representing how
well it corresponds to a given query using any monotonic function 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ∶ 𝐶 → [0,1].
To avoid confusion, in the following we will refer to the score attributes simp ly as
‘attributes’ and ‘score’ always refers to the total score.
3.2

Basic Algorithm

The main optimization objective o f our algorith m is to reduce the number of expensive crowd accesses. To achieve this, our algorithm performs the following 4 basic
steps which will be discussed in detail in the following subsections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Classic Top-k retrieval on complete objects
Optimal safe pruning of incomplete objects
Probabilistic ranking of incomplete objects
Crowd access cost control

In the first step we perform classical Top-k retrieval on all those objects that are
completely known, resulting in a temporary Top-k result 𝐾𝑐 and the remaining incomplete objects 𝐼 that could not be handled by classical Top-k.
In the next step, we perform optimal safe pruning, i.e. we discard exactly those incomplete objects that could never reach the Top-k, independent of the actual value of
all their CNULL values, to avoid all strictly unnecessary crowd accesses.
We then estimate the probability of all remain ing inco mplete objects to reach the
Top-k after crowdsourcing, and rank them accordingly, so that the most promising
ones will be crowdsourced first, which could allow further pruning.
We could now start cro wdsourcing the incomp lete objects one by one according to
their rank and return to the pruning step after receiving any new result until no incomplete objects are left, which would minimize the number o f cro wd accesses to
reach the correct result in an optimal way, assuming a correct rank estimat ion and
correct results from the crowd accesses. However, in practice the user might have an
interest in balancing financial costs (which depend on the number of crowd accesses)
and processing time and might be willing to sacrifice some of the result quality to
improve those costs.
We therefore added a fourth step that allows the user to control these costs by either letting her define an amount of money she is willing to spend and presenting her
with a hard lo wer bound probability that the result will be correct (P_target), or letting her define the target probability she requires, and giving a hard uppe r bound for
financial costs, while always trying to optimize processing time.
In the following, we will explain the single steps of the algorithm in more detail.
3.3

Optimal Safe Pruning

After receiving the temporary result 𝐾𝑐 fro m the init ial Top-k retrieva l on the complete objects in the first step, or a previous iteration, we define the score of the worst
object in this set as the min imal score, min_topk, which an incomplete object must at
least surpass to replace any object in the temporary Top-k list.
Given an upper bound for each incomp lete object as the score after replacing missing attributes with 1, we can then prune all inco mplete objects whose upper bound is
below or equal min_topk , as they will never rep lace any item in K c . This makes the
algorith m correct, as it prunes only items that cannot improve the Top-k result, but
also optimal, as it prunes all items that, given our current knowledge, will never improve the Top-k. Objects with an upper bound of exactly min_topk will be pruned by
our algorithm, as they might change, but not improve the result.
□
3.4

Ranking of Incomplete Objects

When crowdsourcing batches of incomp lete objects, one should obviously start with
the candidates that are most likely to actually be part of the Top -k, especially when
following a probabilistic approach. In the following, we will first present two approaches used as lower and upper baseline during our evaluation, fo llowed by a mo re
sophisticated approach to estimate the ranking.

Lower Baseline: Naï ve UpperLowerRati o. For our lower baseline, we developed
the follo wing, very intuitive way to predict if an inco mplete object will be in the Top k, by incorporating only its upper and lower bound score, where the lo wer bound is
defined as the score of an incomplete object, with all missing attributes set to 0.
Assuming no knowledge of the scoring function and the data distribution , we assume a uniform d istribution of scores, and define the probability of an inco mplete
object 𝐼𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 to get into the current Top-k result set 𝐾𝑐 as the probability of the objects
score to reach above min_topk . Given its upper and lower bound, the conditional
probability can therefore be defined as:
𝑃(𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐼𝑖 ) > 𝑚𝑖𝑛 _𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑘) =

𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 ( 𝐼𝑖 ) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛 _𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑘
𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 ( 𝐼𝑖 ) − 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝐼𝑖 )

Given these probabilit ies for each inco mplete object, we can now select the most
probable objects for crowdsourcing. In the following, we will refer to this ranking
strategy as UpperLowerRatio. While this approach is very fast and intuitive, the underlying assumption of a uniform distribution of scores is of course very likely to be
wrong, a p roblem that is addressed by our more sophisticated prediction approach
presented later.
Upper Baseline: Perfect Ranking. For evaluation purposes, we define the upper
baseline of what a prediction could possibly achieve as perfect ranking, i.e. a strategy
that selects the objects ordered descending by their actual score, wh ich is of course
only known beforehand in our experimental setting, and not for real applications.
Probabilistic Prediction and Projecti on: KDEScorePredicti on. Th is approach tries
to predict the score probability distribution of an inco mplete object, using the actual
distribution of the complete objects.
A common approach for p redicting the distribution of objects in a mu ltid imensional space, given a sample of the distribution, is mult ivariate kernel density estimation
(KDE), see e.g.,[24]. The KDE estimates a density function φ as:
φH (𝑥) =

1
𝑛

𝑛

∑

𝐾𝐻 (𝑥 − 𝑥 𝑖 )

𝑖=1

Here the 𝑥 𝑖 are the n sample vectors in the space, and 𝐾𝐻 is a kernel function with a
given bandwidth H for smoothing. In a nutshell, the idea of a KDE is to create a normalized histogram of the space and smooth it using the kernel.
For each incomp lete item o with m missing attributes, an m-dimensional flat of that
space 𝐹𝑜𝑚 can be defined as:
𝑓 [ 𝑖] = 𝑜[ 𝑖] , 𝑜 [ 𝑖] ≠ 𝐶𝑁𝑈𝐿𝐿
𝐹𝑜𝑚 ≔ { (𝑓 [ 1] , . . . , 𝑓[ 𝐷]) | ∀1≤𝑖≤𝐷 : {
}
𝑓 [ 𝑖] ∈ [ 0,1] ,
𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
𝐹𝑜𝑚 represents the sub area of the whole D-dimensional space, in which the real
coordinates of 𝑜 will be after crowdsourcing. This allows to calculate the probability

of an incomp lete object to be above min_topk by calculating the m-dimensional integral over the density in the area of 𝐹𝑜𝑚 that would y ield a score above min_topk , divided by the integral over the density in all of 𝐹𝑜𝑚 .
Unfortunately, the complexity of calculating the discrete integral in a high dimensional space is exponential in terms of the number of dimensions. Assuming we used
100 steps per dimension to sample the space, we would have to calculate the dens ity
for 100𝑚 points, which becomes computationally infeasible even for moderate m.
Even though there are some co mputationally more efficient approaches of sampling,
using Monte Carlo techniques or sparse grids (see e.g., [25]and [26]), they are still far
fro m performing in real-t ime and our assumption of considering local co mputation as
negligible would no longer hold. To avoid this problem (related to the curse of dimensionality) we propose the following approach, using a localized sample and the projection of multidimensional objects to a single score axis.
To understand our prediction method, it is essential to understand, that we are not
actually interested in the exact multidimensional coordinates of the data, but only in
their resulting aggregated scores. Thus, rather than predicting the distribution of coordinates in 𝐹𝑜𝑚 , we will project all co mplete items in 𝐹𝑜𝑚 to a one dimensional score
axis reflect ing only the objects’ aggregated scores , and use their distribution to predict
the score of the respective incomplete object.
To do this, we define a set of support points of the incomplete o, 𝑆𝑃𝑜 as the set of
all co mplete items in 𝐹𝑜𝑚 as: 𝑆𝑃𝑜 ≔ 𝐶 ∩ 𝐹𝑜𝑚 . As 𝐹𝑜𝑚 will most likely be sparsely populated in higher dimensions, we will increase its size by a parameter +/ -∆ along all
known attributes of o, which we will call 𝐹𝑜𝑚,∆ . This allows us to define the (larger or
equal) set 𝑆𝑃𝑜 ,∆ as: 𝑆𝑃𝑜 ,∆ ≔ 𝐶 ∩ 𝐹𝑜𝑚,∆ .
We can now use the scoring function to project the support points onto the one dimensional score axis, to receive a set of support scores 𝑆𝑆𝑜,∆ as: 𝑆𝑆𝑜,∆ ≔
{ 𝑠𝑠 ∈ [ 0,1] | ∃𝑠𝑝 ∈ 𝑆𝑃𝑜,∆ : 𝑠𝑠 = 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑠𝑝 ) }.
Using these support scores as samples for a univariate KDE, we are able to create a
score density function of o, 𝜑𝑜 (𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ) which we finally use to predict the conditional
probability of the incomp lete object o to be above min_topk given its upper bound and
lower bound as:
𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝑜)
∫𝑥=𝑚𝑖𝑛 _𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑘
𝜑𝑜 (𝑥)
𝑃(𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑜) > 𝑚𝑖𝑛 _𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑘 ) = 𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝑜)
∫𝑥=𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝑜) 𝜑𝑜 (𝑥)
Using this approach, rather than sampling a high dimensional space, we only need
to perform a ranged query to retrieve the support points and then sample the one dimensional score density to calculate the discrete integral. During our experiments, we
found that this calculation could be performed for all inco mplete objects within a
manner of seconds, and is thus negligible compared to crowdsourcing.
Note, that the choice o f ∆ can of course affect the performance o f this approach. If
chosen to small, there will not be enough support points for a good prediction, but if
chosen to large, the prediction will lose its specificity for the inco mplete object. This
intuition was supported in a set of experiments, but for reasons of brevity we will
simp ly set it to 0.02, which worked well in our experiments . We will refer to this
estimation strategy as KDEScorePrediction.

3.5

Controlling Crowdsourcing Costs

In the following we will show how to balance the three major concerns of a user,
namely result quality, processing time and financial cost, by giving the user full control over a tradeoff between result quality and financial costs and optimizing processing time in exchange for a potential, minor financial overhead.
As safe pruning must unfortunately be based on the upper bound score of inco mplete objects, this often leads to crowdsourcing a long tail of objects which were estimated to be very unlikely to reach the Top-k but cannot be pruned safely. Ho wever, a
user might be willing to trade a certain amount of result quality for lower costs, by
accepting a probabilistic approach that ignores some of the unlikely candidates for
crowdsourcing, as long as the result is likely enough, i.e. it is correct with a user defined probability P_target.
Since our ranking strategies UpperLowerRat io and KDEScorePred iction already
yield a probability for each item to be a above the current threshold, and assuming
these probabilit ies are independent, we can use these probabilities to calculate the
probability of all incomplete items not being above threshold, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 , as:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 ≔ ∏ 𝑜∈𝐼 (1 − 𝑃(𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑜) > 𝑚𝑖𝑛 _𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑘) )
Using this formula, we can now predict the probability of a correct result and stop
the algorithm when a user defined probability P_target is reached.
But while allowing a user to save financial costs in exchange for result quality is a
good start, she needs a way to evaluate the trade-off between those two factors to
make an informed decision. How much money would she save by reducing the probability from 95% to 90% and what would be the probability if she invested 3$?
Fortunately, we can make a p rediction about this, using our probabilistic ranking
strategies which define the rank r on wh ich an item will be crowdsourced and its
probability to reach the Top-k. The order o f the incomp letes is stable, assuming that a
few crowdsourced objects do not influence the underlying probability distribution ,
and further crowdsourcing will only reduce the probability of an item beco ming Top k, by increasing the score needed to replace one of the temporary Top -k items. Using
this informat ion, we can a priori calcu late a hard, lower bound probability that will be
reached after any number t of ranked, incomplete objects 𝑜𝑟 is crowdsourced as:
𝑅

𝑃result _lowerbound (𝑡) ≔ ∏

(1 − 𝑃(𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ( 𝑜𝑟 ) > 𝑚𝑖𝑛 _𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑘) )

𝑟=𝑡+1

Here, 𝑜𝑟 is the object at rank r and R is the maximal rank of inco mplete items. Using this formu la, we can now predict the min imal probability that will be reached for
a given nu mber of crowd requests t (and thus financial costs) or inversely calculate
the maximal nu mber of cro wd requests (and therefore financial costs) needed to
achieve an intended probability.
This leaves us with a well-defined set of objects that we would have to
crowdsource if our pessimistic bounds were true and leads us to the problem of
runtime optimization. While performing all the remaining crowd accesses one by one,
could actually reduce the number of crowd accesses below our pessimistic estimate
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Figure 1: TopCrowd for P_target=100% and different values of missing_rate

(by performing addit ional pruning whenever min_topk is increased), this is an extremely inefficient approach in praxis, as crowdsourcing jobs are best performed in
large batches. For one, creating a batch with many HITs obviously allows a higher
level of parallelization by divid ing the tasks amongst several workers. Additionally,
quality control usually tries to filter out incompetent or malicious workers by evaluating their agreement with other workers or by testing them using gold questions, which
however creates an additional (also financial) overhead for each batch.
When we perfo rmed a set of experiments to evaluate the potential of performing
small batches (see 4.2), we found that even when performing only one crowd access
at a time we saved only between 1-2% of crowd accesses, and therefore decided to
perform all requests in only one batch to optimize runtime. For similar reasons, we
also decided to fetch all missing CNULL values of an object in one single crowd access, rather than splitting the attributes up into single tasks.

4

Evaluation

4.1

Datasets and Simulations

To test our algorith ms under various conditions, we prepared a number of datasets
consisting of both, real world data and synthetic data to allow larger experiments.
The real wo rld data set consists of notebook offers crawled fro m linked data on the
Web. We selected only suitable attributes to be used in Top -k requests. Since we
needed a ground truth to assess our algorith ms performance, we cleaned the data of all
objects with actually missing attributes, and ended up with a set of 3370 notebooks,
consisting of data for four dimensions: CPU frequency, hard drive size, memory size
and screen size. All attribute values were scaled to an interval [0,1] and used as attribute scores.
For the synthetic data, we created a data set of 20 dimensions by creating pairs of
attributes with attribute values in the interval [0,1]. Each pair follows either normal or
uniform distribution and corresponds to a correlation factor of -0.8, -0.4, 0, 0.4 or 0.8
respectively. In total, this results in a dataset of over 10.000 objects with 20 dimensions of which D are picked randomly to represent either uniform or normal d istribution and a certain chance that some of the dimensions will be correlated.

To test our algorith ms in various conditions, we simu lated several hundred different user queries per parameter set. A user query is characterized by a random selection of D attributes of the dataset combined via a scoring function representing the
user’s demands. Although our algorith m allo ws any monotonic scoring function, we
used the arithmetic mean of all requested attributes for simp licity. We then randomly
selected N objects fro m the data set and turned a given percentage of them into incomplete objects according to a missing_rate. Whenever an object was chosen to be
turned into an incomplete object, each attribute had a chance of 50% to be deleted.
4.2

TopCrowd Evaluation

We will first evaluate the performance of the Top Crowd algorith m for Top -k query
results with guaranteed correctness (P_target = 100%) using only safe pruning rules.
Figure 1 shows the results of our first experiment, in which we co mpared the performance of naïvely crowdsourcing all inco mplete items to perform classical Top -k
retrieval (Naïve Full Crowdsource) against our TopCrowd algorithm, using each of
our three ranking strategies for P_target=100%. The result is shown for different values of missing_rate, which of course also defines the number of inco mplete objects ,
and is averaged over at least 3000 samples with values of D between 2-4 and 𝑘 ∈
(10,20,40). Here, we performed all cro wd accesses one by one, followed by an additional pruning after a new Top-k item was found, but as mentioned before, this increased performance by only about 1-2%, so we decided to perform all accesses in
one batch in the future. The overall result, however, is p ro mising, and shows a reduction of crowd accesses to about 24% of the orig inal nu mber for the large synthetic
data set, and a reduction to 32-34% for the real world data, wh ile the missing_rate
shows no influence on relative performance. Even more, our Top Crowd algorithm
shows no significant difference in performance between all ran king strategies, including the theoretical upper bound perfect ranking which delivers optimal results.
To check whether this effect was due to the selection strategies performing similarly well or if there was another effect overshadowing the differences, we co mpared our
proposed selection strategies to perfect ranking. To this end, we performed 500 runs
for each value of k and missing_rate in 4 dimensions, performed the initial pruning,
and then calculated Spearman's ran k correlation coefficient between the predicted
ranking for each ranking strategy and the perfect ranking. On average, we got a correlation coefficient of 0.31 for UpperLowerRatio and 0.43 for KDEScorePrediction on
synthetic data, and scores about 0.02 lower for the real data. These results show that
both algorithms tend towards a correct pred iction, and our proposed algorithm
KDEScorePrediction performs significantly better than our lower baseline UpperLowerRatio, but still leaves room for improvement.
As the selection strategies showed clear d ifferences in pred iction quality, we further investigated the problem and found that a better prediction strategy does indeed
reach the correct Top-k set earlier, but the algorith m still needs to continue
crowdsourcing to eliminate all the remaining inco mp lete items, even though they are
very unlikely, to reach guaranteed correctness.
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Figure 2: TopCrowd for different values of P_target and D
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Figure 3: TopCrowd for different values of P_target and k

This is exactly the problem which we tried to avoid with our probabilistic approach, so we performed another experiment comparing the ranking strategies for
different values of P_target and D. Figure 2 shows the number of crowd accesses
needed to achieve the given probability (in percentage of naïve cro wdsourcing all
incomp letes), with each result averaged over at least 2400 samples with
𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∈ (10% , 20%, 30% , 40% ) and 𝑘 ∈ (10,20,40) while Figure 3 shows
the same results for different values of k averaged over D fro m 2-4. The result clearly
shows that the ranking strategy has a huge impact on our probabilistic approach, and
while our lower baseline UpperLowerRatio imp roves performance by only about 12%, our strategy KDEScorePrediction allows to reduce the number of crowd accesses
to 9-45% for synthetic data, and even more to 5-15% for our real wo rld data set.
While the performance for a higher nu mber of dimensions decreases on the synthetic
data set, it actually imp roves on the real world data set. We believe this effect is
caused by the fact, that wh ile in the synthetic data set most dimensions are actually
unrelated, and therefore mo re dimensions simply increase the amount of information
missing per object, the dimensions in the real world data set are related, which leads
to a better prediction if it is based on mo re attributes (i.e. it is easier to predict A fro m
B, C and D, rather than just from B).
When one uses a probabilistic approach to terminate the algorithm early, it is of
course essential to evaluate if the predict ion is indeed correct. To do this, we exam-

ined 16.000 simulat ions of TopCrowd with KDEScorePrediction for each target probability of 90% and 95% and counted the number of cases, where the result was actually correct when our algorith m terminated. We found that our algorith m actually found
the correct result in 98.21% o f all cases for a target probability of 90% and in 99.21%
of all cases for a target probability of 95%, mean ing that we are underestimat ing the
probability of the result being correct. While these conservative estimations of our
algorith m put us on the safe side when guaranteeing a lo wer bound probability, it also
means that the intended probability was in fact reached earlier, meaning that a better
prediction could lead to even better results.
In a final experiment, we perfo rmed the actual crowdsourcing operations for 10
runs of TopCrowd with 4 dimensions of the real dataset, a missing_rate of 20% and
k=40. For quality control, we used gold questions and a majority vote of three workers per missing object. Per missing attribute we paid 0.01$ to look up the actual value,
which we then transformed into the interval [0,1] the same way as for the original
data. This led to a price of about 0.06$ per object including o verhead for gold questions and fees to the portal CrowdFlower. On average, we paid 4$ fo r a probabilistic
Top-k result with 90% probability and about 17.3$ for a correct result (probability
100%), while crowdsourcing all missing attributes would have cost about 40.44$ per
experiment run. Our rudimentary safeguard mechanisms including gold questions and
the majo rity vote of three crowd workers led to the correct result in 88% of all cases
on average. The correctness could however likely be improved by emp loy ing some of
the more advanced mechanis ms as discussed before. In those cases where the result
could not be reliably retrieved, we decided to exclude the object fro m the Top -k result, as we would rather risk a false negative than a false positive for Top -k scenarios.

5

Results and Discussion

Both, Web information management and retrieval, often face the problem of inco mplete data, because information about central entities of interest may be distributed
over several in formation sources. Hence, a new kind of query processing (including
for instance data extraction, reference reconciliation, or entity ran king) is needed. As
argued above for typical scenarios like product searches, individual reco mmendations,
or decision support, this usually requires some intelligence to effectively perform the
task. Fortunately the innovative co mbination of efficient data processing algorithms
with new crowdsourced database operators promises to alleviate the situation.
In this paper we presented TopCrowd, a novel and efficient algorith m that shows
the possibility of building sophisticated crowd-enabled query processing operators for
Top-k query p rocessing. Our extensive evaluations on synthetic, as well as real world
Web data clearly show that the new TopCrowd operator can indeed be practical, although including human intervention. In particular, our sa fe pruning rules always
deliver correct query results, while leading to immediate performance gains between
50-75% in terms of necessary crowd accesses, which indeed is valuable for such an
expensive type of access. With indiv idual response times and monetary query costs in
mind, we then incorporated probabilistic ranking strategies allowing to sacrifice a b it

of the result correctness for vast performance improvements in a user-guided fashion.
Building on the basic idea of kernel density estimation enhanced by score projection,
our approach already allows a tight predict ion of either upper bounds for costs (given
a desired probability or result quality), or lower bounds for the probability of a correct
result, given the costs a user is willing to accept fo r each query. In fact we showed
that our algorithm allows to reduce crowdsourcing costs by up to 95% while at the
same time optimizing batch size and therefore runtime. In fact, it can be guaranteed to
at least reach some desired probability with just a single batch paying only for slightly
more crowd accesses than strictly necessary in a hypothetical optimal algorithm. For
future work there is still roo m for in-detail optimizat ion and a tighter estimation of
error bounds. Moreover, our future work will investigate other sophisticated query
processing operators and their potential for intelligent crowdsourcing. We believe that
it is necessary to harness the benefits of human cognition, assessment, and validation
to intelligently steer data management and query processing tasks in a vast variety of
applications with growing co mplexity. Thus, crowdsourced database operators are
bound to gain more momentum in future query processing scenarios.
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